
2. The red wrist strap lamp should light and the alarm should
sound indicating that these elements are functioning
properly.

3. Slip the wrist strap on. The alarm should stop and the red
lamp should slowly extinguish. One of the green “OK”
lamps should light.

Fault Conditions
Red wrist lamp accompanied by an audible alarm
This indicates a high resistance condition is associated with the
operator or the wrist strap. If two operators are connected to the
system the problem is with the operator whose green lamp is not
lit. Check to verify that you have good contact with the wrist
band. Check the ground cord and ground connections for
continuity. Some operators have difficulty in making adequate
connection to the wrist band and may need to use a lotion to
moisturize their skin under the band. LOTION IS NOT
NEEDED WHEN USING THE 3M 4700 THERMOPLASTIC
WRIST BAND.

Yellow operator wrist strap light with no audible alarm.
This indicates that a low resistance condition exists between the
operator and ground and the one megohm current limiting
resistor is being bypassed.

Red work surface light
This indicates that a high resistance condition exists across the
work surface and/or the ground connections. Check the work
surface, ground cords, and connections for continuity. Note that
the alarm may also sound under these conditions.

Standby Jack
The wrist strap cord must remain at the work station; it is not to
be removed. Disconnect the cord from the wrist band and
simply attach it to the standby jack. You must reconnect the cord
to the wrist strap when returning to the work station and verify
that your station is working properly.

1. Attach a wrist band to a dual conductor ground cord and
plug into the jack. Some models may have more than one
jack and either jack is acceptable. Plugging into a jack
activates the monitoring feature for that jack.

Theory of Operation

The 3M™ 724 Work station Monitor is designed to monitor the
proper ground operation of the work strap grounding systems.
The system features special wrist straps and ground cords that
contain two separate sets of independent conductors.

The monitor makes a resistance measurement by passing a very
small electrical current down one conductor in the cord, through
its current-limiting resistor, into one of the conductors in the
wrist strap, from the strap through the skin of the wearer, back
into the second conductor in the strap, through a second current-
limiting resistor, and back down the second conductor in the
cord to the monitor. If the resistance path is acceptable, the wrist
strap and wearer are considered to be functioning properly. The
monitor also monitors its own connection to ground and the
ground of the work surface.

Employees may complain that alarms are sounding too often,
until they learn to adjust their wrist bands properly with a tight
secure fit or apply moisturizing lotions with proper frequency.
IC lotion should not be used with a 3M 4700 thermoplastic
wristband. Please remember that the monitor is informing you
that you are exceeding the established static control requirement
for resistance to ground when wearing a static protective wrist
strap. Those annoying buzzes alert you when static sensitive
electronics are possibly being exposed to static damage. You
may have been unaware of these static damaging events
occurring prior to this system. Personnel using this system are
not required to test the wrist strap, the cord, or fill in the daily
ESD testing log.
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